Skeleton Snap!

Can you find these skeletons in the museum?

Match them to the animals underneath.

Draw around the skeletons to show the animal's body shape.
2 **Vast Vertebra**

Find the touchable tables and look for the huge whale vertebra.

Where in the body do you think this bone came from?

---

Touch your back - can you feel the bumps of your vertebrae?

3 **Feeling Good!**

Explore the other things on the touchable tables.

Talk about… Which objects had skeletons?

4 **Stroll Like a Skeleton**

Find an animal that you like. Look carefully at its skeleton and try to imagine how it moved.

Try walking in the same way.

Can you think of words to describe your walk? Can your friends guess which animal you are?

5 **Sketch a Skeleton**

Find an animal that you like in the museum. Look carefully at it. Draw the outside of its body here:

Can you guess what its skeleton would look like?

Draw it on your picture.